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SCA Round 14 v Gordon C.C. 

(Day One of Two-day match) 

The Ghosts 1st Grade batsman Ryan Gibson now has the whole of Sydney talking 
about his achievement’s over the last two Saturday’s. Apart from being described as 
astounding, his effort would not have even been considered possible leading into the 
match against Gordon on Chatswood Oval: Consecutive 1st Grade Double Centuries.  

Ryan has aceived this and along the way broken his one-week old record of Highest 
All Time Individual Batting Total for the Ghosts. He has also set a new Ghosts record 
for the Most 1st Grade Runs in a season whilst still having a match to play before the 
finals series. He can also add to his name Highest All Time Individual Score in an 
Innings for the whole club’s history. 

Gibson’s 217 not out runs have put the Ghosts in a fairly comfortable position leading 
into the second day’s play next week. The Ghosts went to stumps on day one of 
Round 14 at 8/402. Gibson struck 31 boundaries in just under six hours at the crease 
having faced 290 balls.  

Gibson was unlucky not to achieve another record when forming a massive third 
wicket partnership with Scott Coyte. The pair put on 229 runs for the third wicket with 
Coyte being dismissed having scored a century himself. “I had the best seat at 
Chatswood Oval from the other end”, Coyte complimented, “Gibbo’s innings was 
chanceless except for when a mix up which almost saw him run out late in our 
partnership. He was at another level once again. I loved every minute”.  

Prior to Coyte taking the crease Gibson had already combined with opening bat Nick 
Carruthers for a partnership of 84 runs. Carruthers dismissed for 46 runs fifty-one 
minutes prior to lunch. 

In recent times, only Sydney University’s phenomenal Greg Mail has achieved such 
a feat in the prestigious Sydney Cricket Association’s 1st Grade Competition. Greg 
scored 214 not out v Randwick Petersham followed by 212 against Northern District 
in 2009/10. But even Greg failed in between his big scores with an SCA T/20 innings 
of 11 runs on a Sunday.  
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It should also be noted that the previous Ghosts 1st Grade Season Batting Aggregate 
record holder of 24 years, Martin Haywood was quick to celebrate Ryan’s 
achievements upon hearing of them. Marty’s 966 runs in a season was scored in the 
season of 1990/91. 

Whilst those at Chatswood marveled at their viewing, the loyal spectators at Raby 
witnessed what a second grade umpire on Raby # 1 described as the “best spell of 
bowling” he had seen all season. Wallace Marshall’s return of 5/20 destroyed the 
Gordon 2nd Grade batting order. Marshall was well supported by Mitch McGrath 2/19 
and Jaydyn Simmons 2/24.  

In an unexpected turn of events the Ghosts were dismissed for 99 runs and at stumps 
Gordon find themselves 1/14 in their second innings. Jaydyn Simmons 25 runs and 
Mitch McGrath 26 runs being the only Ghosts bats to get a start. However, the 2nd 
grade match is still far from over and if the Ghosts bowling attack can repeat their 
efforts again next Saturday, then the game result can be retrieved. 

The Ghosts 3rd grade have already lost on first innings at Killara. Dismissed for 93 
runs, Toby Flynn-Duncombe took 3/29 off 8 overs attempting to defend before the 
Gordon side declared at 4/101. The Ghosts return next week with their second innings 
total at 1/50 and, like the second grade team, have an opportunity to resurrect the 
match. 

Home on Raby # 2 the local 4th Grade lads toiled hard with the ball on a batting friendly 
Raby # 2 wicket. Next week they are tasked with chasing down 9/318. Aaron Viles 
3/57 found the most success whilst Mitch Taylor and Muneeb Shirazi took two wickets 
each. A 115 run last wicket stand from the visitors has no doubt made next week’s 
batting assignment harder. 

The Ghosts Premiership leading 5th Grade side have been set a challenge for next 
weekend despite skipper Michael Strong taking 5/42 when dismissing Gordon for 183 
runs. The Ghosts are 3/37 in return, but have plenty of batting to come. 

 

Jason Ellsmore 
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